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FROM THE PRESIDENT

BA AMA

THE HUB OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY
AREA GEOSPATIAL COMMUNITY

Dear Members and Friends,
It is with great pleasure that I
join the BAAMA Board as the
new President. I look forward to
continuing the tradition of offering
high-quality educational and social
events to support the growing
number of geo-professionals in the
Bay Area. We are truly lucky to
be living in a region so rich with
geo-professionals, students, and
enthusiasts, who everyday contribute
to our community by using GIS and
related geospatial technologies for
projects, reports, data collection, civic engagement, and more.
Over the next year I have a vision for BAAMA that includes
the following three goals: 1) build relationships and forge
partnerships with groups that utilize geospatial technologies;
2) improve the BAAMA website experience by bringing more
relevant and current content, and utilize social media; and
3) offer technical workshops for professional development.
Additionally, BAAMA will continue to offer educational sessions,
participate in GIS Day and offer networking and socials events
for our community.
I feel fortunate to be a part of this year’s Board. Your BAAMA
board members are dedicated to working together. They have
distinct backgrounds, visions, and expertise that will greatly
benefit our organization. I encourage you to engage with them
at our upcoming events as they have great insight to local
resources and jobs.
Lastly, I want to thank our outgoing board members, Jeff Hobbs,
Becky Morton, Malcolm Adkins, and Dennis Wuthrich for their
time served on the BAAMA Board. We wish them all the best in
their future endeavors.
On behalf of this year’s Board, I look forward to another
successful year and hope to see you soon at one of our events.
Cheers,
MŌNO SIMEONE

President
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MISSION
To promote connections within the
San Francisco Bay Area geospatial
community thorugh networking, education, events, and professional
development.
BAAMA JOURNAL EDITOR
CATHERINE BURTON

Editor@BAAMA.org
KEEP US INFORMED
Please send us your comments,
ideas, and news. If you want to
write an article about your recent
project, let us know! We are interested in pieces that educate and inform the Bay Area Geospatial audience of innovative projects using
geospatial technologies.
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MŌNO SIMEONE, PRESIDENT
CATHERINE BURTON,
VICE PRESIDENT
JOHN HJELT, TREASURER
JEFF MUNOWITCH, SECRETARY
CRISTI DELGADO
BRIAN FULFROST
DENNIS KLEIN
KEVIN KOY
MEL JONAS
PHIL BEILIN

BAAMA welcomes members to take
volunteer roles in the organization’s
activities! If you would like to get
involved, please contact a board
member!
Bay Area Automated Mapping
Association
P.O. Box 71073
Oakland, CA 94612
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NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER DEVELOP
PROGR AM, SUMMER 2012 B Y E V A N J O H N S O N ,
Designed to advance and develop human capital, the NASA
DEVELOP National Program offers participating students the
unique opportunity to confront today’s most pressing environmental challenges alongside NASA scientists and other
geospatial technology experts. The national DEVELOP program is housed within the NASA Science Mission Directorate,
Applied Sciences Program. Using NASA instruments, specifically the Earth Observing Systems (EOS), DEVELOP students
demonstrate the strong capacity of geospatial technologies
for applied environmental issues at the local, state, and national levels.
Recent partnerships include California Department of Public
Health, California Department of Water Resources, and the
United States Forest Service among others. By working directly with state and federal organizations, students recognize the importance of their scientific research in a societal
framework. Such an understanding permits not only scientific
achievement, but also awareness and consideration of integral issues central to the greater public-policy discussion. In
only 10 weeks, interns are expected to develop a research
methodology, conduct field work, meet and interact with project partners, produce results, author a technical paper, and
deliver a presentation.
This year-round program actively recruits college, post-graduate, and high school students for 10-week terms. The
DEVELOP program is unique in that its student-led format relies upon the leadership and initiative of participating students. Beyond interactive research, interns also receive the
opportunity to travel to scientific conferences around the country, such as those organized by the American Geophysical
Union and the American Society for Photogrammetry and
Remote Sensing, to deliver oral presentations and poster sessions. Every summer, at least one representative from each
participating DEVELOP location (currently 11 centers at
NASA research facilities and partner headquarters) is invited
to present their center’s findings before NASA’s executive
management in Washington D.C. The summaries below give
brief introductions to the summer 2012 projects and illustrate
the types of projects DEVELOP students conduct.

S A R - B A S E D E S T I M AT I O N O F G L AC I A L
E X T E N T A N D V E LO C I T Y F I E L D S O N
I S A N OT S K I VO LC A N O, A L E U T I A N
ISL ANDS, AL ASK A
Authors: Daniel Sousa, Columbia University; Audrey Lee,
University of California, Los Angeles; Owen Parker, San
Francisco State University; Yamina Pressler, California

UNIVERSIT Y
O F C A L I FO RN I A , LOS A N G EL ES ;
ANDREW NGUYEN, SAN JOSE
S TAT E U N I V ER S I T Y; S P EN C ER
A D K I N S, B R I G H A M YO U N G
U N I V ER S I T Y; A M B ER K U S S,
UNIVERSIT Y OF CALIFORNIA,
S A N TA C R UZ
Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo; Sung-Yee Guo, Los
Altos High School; Cindy Schmidt, Bay Area Environmental
Research Institute; Batuhan Osmanoglu, University of Alaska,
Fairbanks Geophysical Institute
Recent studies reveal startling rates of glacial ice melt
throughout global polar zones. This phenomenon has the
potential to impact isolated, local communities which rely
upon stable glacial ice melt to maintain a steady supply of
drinking water, to maintain hydropower operations, and
for salmon and halibut fishing as an economic resource.
Other than Patagonia, the glaciers of Alaska are diminishing at a more rapid rate than anywhere else on earth. The
Isanotski volcano located near False Pass, Alaska was used
as a study site to estimate glacial velocity fields in order to
effectively assess the movement of glaciers in this region.
Feature tracking and coherence-based mapping were used
to estimate glacier velocity fields and extents. Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) was deemed the best method for determining feature tracking and coherence-based mapping
on Isantotski. SAR was also used in part due to its ability to
penetrate often inclement weather (with a large amount of
cloud cover) in the area, which makes traditional optical remote sensing difficult. The NASA Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) provided data useful for digital elevation
models, and NASA UAVSAR and JAXA ALOS PALSAR for
glacial measurements. IMCORR and COSI-Corr software
were used to process the imagery. Results showed that there
is significant movement of glaciers on the Isanotski volcano,
with some glaciers moving at a rate of 29−58 meters per
year. Accuracy was assessed by comparing acquired images to a hand-digitized outline, which produced both reasonable errors of omission and commission. This study determined the viability of two SAR-based monitoring methods –
coherence mapping and feature tracking – for small glaciers
over rugged terrain. The coherence based mapping technique was found to be useful, and feature-tracking-based
velocity field estimation produced results with good agreement spatially over the glaciers of interest. These procedures
can be replicated when studying an environment similar to
3
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L I Q U I D RO B OTI C S PAC X C H A L L E N G E
Isanotski in order to provide consistent and accurate data
when studying changes in the cryosphere.

lation techniques to create a global map of both sea surface
height and wind speed anomalies. These inputs, along with
bathymetry data provided by the United States Geological
Survey, were added to a Generalized Additive Model which
identified environmental factors that were most statistically
significant in algal bloom development such as sea surface temperature and chlorophyll concentration. Overall,
the team discovered many factors that influence HAB development, yet further research must be completed to eliminate
such problems as cloud interference.

Derived glacier boundaries (blue) overlain on previously existing outline
(purple) on Unimak Island, Alaska.

A G E O S PAT I A L A S S E S S M E N T O F
H A R M F U L A LG A L B LO O M S A LO N G T H E
C A L I F O R N I A COA S T
Authors: Caitlin Jensen, San Francisco State University; Ray
Rothwell, San Francisco State University; Evan Johnson,
University of California, Los Angeles; Maanya Condamoor,
University of California, Los Angeles; Mihir Patil, Monta
Vista High School; John Largier, University of California,
Davis Bodega Marine Laboratory; Cindy Schmidt, Bay Area
Environmental Research Institute
Naturally occurring phenomena within coastal habitats
around the world, Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) wreak
havoc with localized ecosystems and economies. HABs
occur during periods of exponential phytoplankton population increases, and oftentimes these blooms result in the poisoning of local fisheries which causes a public health concern. During August of 2011, a bloom along the Sonoma
County Coast in northern California impacted ecological
and economic interests by approximately $82 million. Yet
at the current time, the only reputable method for detecting
such HAB-related events is the physical collection of water
samples along the entire extent of coastal regions. For this
project, the DEVELOP team employed an array of NASA
EOS instruments such as MODIS and Jason-2 in an attempt
to create a predictive model based on daily satellite data.
Such a predictive model would not only alleviate the need
for constant water monitoring, but also allow for instantaneous and automated detection of algal blooms. The team
used Aqua MODIS images to quantify surface chlorophylllevels, which enabled the mapping of the extent and development of autumnal algal blooms along the California coast.
By using Jason-2 data, the team employed different interpo-

Harmful Algal Bloom Team: Caitlin Jensen collects a water sample in Bodega
Bay.

D OW N S C A L I N G G R AC E S AT E L L I T E DATA
F O R S U B - R E G I O N G RO U N DWAT E R
S TO R AG E E S T I M AT E S I N C A L I F O R N I A’ S
C E N T R A L VA L L E Y
Authors: Amber Kuss, University of California, Santa Cruz;
Michelle Newcomer, University of California, Berkeley; WeiChen Hsu, University of California, Berkeley; Abdelwahab
Bourai, Carnegie Mellon University; Abhijitkrishna Puranam,
Saint Francis High School; Felix Landerer, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory; Cindy Schmidt, Bay Area Environmental
Research Institute
California’s Central Valley is the largest agricultural economy
in the nation, producing more than 400 different commodities worth an excess of $37.5 billion per year. Additionally,
the Central Valley Aquifer (CVA) is the second most heavily
pumped aquifer in the United States, with recent declines in
groundwater (GW) levels in much of the aquifer system. A
three-term (each term is 10 weeks), DEVELOP project completed this past summer used NASA’s Gravity Recovery and
Climate Experiment (GRACE) sensor to analyze and estimate variations in total water storage (TWS), and track
changes in GW storage levels. However, in its processed
form, the spatial resolution of GRACE is 300 km on the
ground, thus requiring further processing before GW analSee NASA, page 10
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7 PRINCIPLES FOR CREATING A SUCCESSFUL GIS
INTERNSHIP PROGR AM BP AY CMI FAI CT T GL EAOMDBAOT RAN, ,L LPCR I N C I P A L ,
In an economy where job openings remain limited and new,
unemployed college graduates are piling up, the prospect
of bringing on qualified, low-to-no-cost intern labor has
never been better. In 2011, I placed an ad to fill an unpaid
GIS internship position for a prominent Bay Area county.
I received upwards of 50 applications from eager candidates across the nation. The pool included everything from
recently-graduated GIS newbies with zero work experience
to professional land surveyors and academics with Masters
degrees in GIS.
In the initial phase of creating the GIS internship program
I noticed there were not many resources on the topic. So
I gathered a handful of internet-based references from
non-GIS intern programs and went to work on designing a
program from the ground-up. I kept two main goals in mind:
1) get quality work accomplished within my client’s budget
constraints, and 2) provide a work experience that would
truly benefit the intern.
A year and six interns into the program, I have condensed
my experience into these seven key principles which most
contributed to the success of our program. I hope that my
experience will help guide other organizations to develop
meaningful and successful programs, as I believe every
internship is an opportunity to build tomorrow’s GIS professionals and leaders.
1) SEVEN KEY PRINCIPLES INTERVIEW Occasionally I’ve

encountered a more lackadaisical approach toward
hiring unpaid interns than salaried GIS professionals.
The fact of the matter remains: whether working for a
salary, hourly wage, or for free, a program manager is
hiring staff that will require some time to train. So, even
if you are offering an unpaid internship, there’s still an
investment that will be going into this individual. Given
this fact, you’ll want to hire an intern that best meets
your needs and is the best match for your organization.
2) AIM FOR THE MIDDLE Hire the least qualified candidate

and you will likely to spend most of your time training
and teaching them how to use the technical software
tools they should already know. Hire the most qualified candidate and you may end up with someone who
gets bored with the intern-level tasks they are assigned.
The key is to strike a balance between experience and
teachability. Find an intern who is technically strong
enough to work with GIS software independently, but

still malleable enough to learn and employ your business
processes while staying engaged in the process.
3) ROI X 2 This is the foremost principle by which I design an

internship program. The concept is simple: 1) maximize
the return on investment for the employer (i.e. accomplish
as much as possible while getting quality work from your
interns); and 2) maximize the return on investment for the
intern. Remember, interns are in effect making an investment in their future by working for no-to-low pay therefore
it is incumbent upon the employer to make sure they are
providing a worthwhile professional development experience that maximizes an intern’s time and effort.
4) PLAN FOR SUCCESS The worst thing to do is throw a proj-

ect at an intern on the first day without any direction or
guidelines. To avoid this, we do lots of preplanning: we
complete a thorough data design process and build a
geodatabase with coded value domains and other intuitive means by which to create or update GIS data while
minimizing error. In addition, we create a project “cheat
sheet” with bulleted to-do items, data locations, and other
project specific information that can help guide the intern
through the project while minimizing training time on the
manager’s end.
5) ENSURE ACCOUNTABILITY I ran the first couple rounds of

internships on the fly with a focus on workflow and the
myriad technical aspects of GIS project management.
This worked pretty well, although I noticed that the interns
were simply getting the work done, with little attention
paid to their own professional development. As a result,
we instituted a review process that identified goals and
specific standards of performance. This provided direction for the intern, and a focus on what skills they should
be refining or improving throughout the internship to make
sure they get the most out of the experience. This simple
step encourages the interns to be more mindful of his or
her own stake in the process and to make the most out of
his or her professional development.
6) EXPAND THE SCOPE OF LEARNING EXPERIENCE Most interns

are often technically proficient using industry standard
(i.e. ESRI) GIS software. So we design the internship experience to encourage the intern to expand and/or refine his
or her technical skills while throwing other GIS skills and
“teachable moments” into the mix. This includes the lessglamorous GIS skills often not taught within the halls of
See PRINCIPLES page 10
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BIKE SAFET Y AND PATH NET WORK CONNECTIVIT Y
BY M A A Z A C H R I S TO S M EK U R I A , P H D, P E, P TO E ; P E T ER G.
F U R T H, P H D, N O R T H E A S T ER N U N I V ER S I T Y; A N D H I L A R Y
N I X O N, P H D, S A N J O S E S TAT E U N I V ER S I T Y
Bicycle travel is gaining interest and momentum in many
cities across the USA. Yet the mode share is still very low
primarily because safety is a major concern of those willing
to bike on an existing street network. When compared
to larger bike using countries in Europe, research and
experience in what makes for safe, pleasant comfortable
biking has been lagging behind. This paper describes
recent research and provides needed insight into the design
aspects of facilities that improve safety in what we call “Low
Stress Bicycle Travel.”
The first objective of the research, to design classification
criteria for bike path safety, involves finding a modeling
paradigm to classify the existing transportation infrastructure
into user-based perception of safety criteria. The second
objective involves quantifying network connectivity and
travel in the context of the classification scheme developed
in the first objective. The results allow for: 1) classification
of the available network and bicycling population into
meaningful groups, and 2) quantifying existing bicycle trip
making ability and impacts of proposed improvements.

highway). Data was augmented with additional attributes
such as the number of lanes, bike lane width, intersection
details such as number of turn lanes (right and left), estimate
of right turn speed, intersection control (signalized or not).
Trail access connections segments were also added to make
sure that network connectivity is assured between trails and
streets.
STRESS LEVEL NETWORK CLASSIFICATION CRITERION

A set of criteria based on roadway characteristics were
developed to allow classification of the street network from
a bicyclist safety perspective. The classification scheme
is similar to research done by Portland, Oregon Bicycle
Coordinator, Roger Geller. Geller surveyed and classified
people’s attitude towards bicycle travel into four levels
(Figure 1).

The steps followed in the process of achieving the project
objectives include:
nnCreate a geographic model for safe bicycle travel
within a regional transportation network
nnAssess design aspects of the transportation
infrastructure and its safety impact on bicycle travel.
nnAssess street network connectivity as it applies to ability
to reach a given destination.
nnAssess various safety perceptions.
nnCompute overall transportation network connectivity
based on various safety criterions.
INTRODUCTION

The research project was sponsored by the Mineta
Transportation Institute (MTI) at San Jose State University
(SJSU). The case study was based on the city of San Jose.
Available base street network data was provided by SJSU’s
Urban Planning Department. Other pertinent data such as
bike lane, trail and signal location information was obtained
from the City of San Jose Department of Transportation. The
street network data included variables such as: curb-to-curb
width, right of way width, speed limit, one way or two
way link, and road way classification (residential, arterial,
6

Figure 1. Portland’s Transportation Cyclist Classification Scheme. Source:
Geller, n.d.)

“Strong & Fearless” are willing to riding in almost any traffic
condition. “Enthused & Confident” don’t show that same
tolerance for mixing with fast, turbulent traffic, but respond
well to riding in bike lanes along arterial streets and to sharing smaller roads with traffic. “Interested But Concerned”
are uncomfortable to negotiate with traffic streams but
respond well to standalone paths and streets with little and
slow traffic. “No Way No How” is not interested in riding a
bicycle at all.
In order to tackle this complex interaction between street
geometry and vehicular traffic, intersections were treated
independently from regular street segments. Opposing
vehicular traffic and crossing street-width at intersections
increase the stress of the bicycle traveler. Past street-intersection safety research is inconclusive; as such the MTI research
placed an emphasis on developing a methodology that will
address safety at intersections.
The modeling of a street intersection is based on whether

BAY A R E A AU TO M AT E D M A PPI N G AS S O CI AT I O N

or not it has a traffic signal. For intersections without a
traffic signal, it is important to consider stress-originating
from all approaches. The methodology used to assign
stress levels follows the “weakest link” principle in that
if an intersection does not have a signal, the stress-level
or a bicycle rider will increase. The same “weakest link”
logic is also applied to regular street segments, if a
segment registers a higher stress-level for bike riders, it is
barrier. Signalized intersections are exempted, and each
approach is treated independently. This assumes that at
least there is adequate signal time to cross the intersection or a pedestrian push button is available.

Figure 2. Stress Map without Intersection Effect, Implying Low-stress Route
crossing Fruitdale Ave. using College Dr or Goodwin Ave.

Figure 2 shows the San Jose street network classified only according to the stress criteria for roadway
segments only. The network contains a large percentage
of low stress (LTS 1 and 2) links that are enclosed by
higher stress (LTS 3 and 4) links.
STRESS AT INTERSECTIONS

Figure 3. Stress Map with Intersection Effect Applied, Showing Absence of a
Low-stress Route crossing Fruitdale Ave. using College Dr or Goodwin Ave.

When the intersection stress criterion is applied to
the network a large part of the lower stress network
becomes isolated as the links at the junctions inherit the
higher stress values from other intersection approaches
(LTS 1 and LTS 2). The lower stress segments are reduced
in number and cover less area, and make the network
less accessible to the traffic intolerant bicycle rider.
Figure 3 shows the San Jose street network classified
according to the stress criteria with the intersection
effect applied. It is possible to see that certain paths that
appear to be low stress routes, such as those crossing
Fruitdale at Goodwin Ave and College Dr, in Figure 2,
are transformed to higher stress links in Figure 3 only
because they are connected to high stress links without a
safe means of crossing.
Increase of the bicycle network stress at junctions,
described as the intersection effect, partitions the
network into smaller and smaller islands of low-stress
routes. It effectively divides neighborhood access by
walking or biking in a similar yet imperceptible way
as an urban freeway. The intersection effect reduces
the connectivity further as it introduces extra barriers,
thereby increasing the safety hazards. If a rider has
option to avoid the route, it will certainly mean an
increase in travel time via another lower stress crossing,
which may or may not be available. The point here is,
even though the streets themselves are not high stress
links, the connections to high stress links transform the
reality experienced by the bicyclist hence, the state of the
network is negatively impacted, restricting bicycle travel
for the traffic intolerant rider.

Figure 4. Overall Stress Map with Intersection Effect Applied

7
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Figure 6. LTS 2 Shortest Path Tree Stress Islands in parts of San Jose

Figure 5. Stress Map Showing Overall Connectivity at LTS 2

BICYCLE TRAVEL TIME NETWORK ANALYSIS USING
QUANTUM GIS

The over all network classification using the stress
level criteria, produces a stress map(Figure 4). We
then proceed to assess the level of connectivity
between neighborhoods and across the city.
Paths at and below stress level two (LTS 2) are shown
on Figure 5. It is easy to see how much discontinuity
there is in parts of the city. With the help of such a
map, it is possible to find missing links and circuitous
paths that may need to be improved. Another way of
displaying connectivity is by tracing the shortest path
tree of randomly selected points. Paths obtained for
several points are presented in Figure 6 as an illustration of stress islands.
Figure 7. San Jose TAZ Development Intensity

Figure 8. San Jose TAZ Development Intensity Map over LTS 2 Path Tree

8

The next important consideration as one tries to
improve the connectivity. is to determine the development density of the city in order to prioritize the
network improvements. Figure 7 shows a map of the
development index by Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ).
The development index was calculated using the
sum of the total population and employment of a
TAZ normalized by its size. The red has the highest
concentration of demand and the orange and purple
follow respectively.
The development density can now be merged with
the tree data to help visualize where the high density
areas are lacking in connectivity. Figure 8 shows such
a merged view. This type of map enables to highlight
both intra-zonal and external trip making ability.
Network connectivity may be examined based on a
certain stress-level criteria. One has to turn off links
with LTS values greater than 2 if the target population

BAY A R E A AU TO M AT E D M A PPI N G AS S O CI AT I O N

NASA

Continued from page 4

ysis could be conducted. To compensate for the coarse resolution of the GRACE sensor, the team used the California
Department of Water Resource’s C2VSim hydrological
model to statistically downscale GW storage estimates in
the 21 sub-regions of the CVA. This methodology facilitated
the creation of a comprehensive spatially and temporally
variable groundwater anomaly dataset. Presenting an additional challenge was the natural climatic variability of the region, causing variations in GW availability during periods
of increased or decreased precipitation. To assess the climatic accuracy of the GRACE sensor, the team compared
GRACE TWS and GW storage estimates derived from the
C2VSim model to the El Nino Southern Oscillation and the
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) using a singular spectral
analysis. Results reveal a moderate correlation between the
GRACE TWS data and PDO years. This pilot project identified a method for downscaling GRACE-derived GW storage
estimates, and further studies may create a methodology for
using GRACE data in future water resource management research in California.

Grace Team: Michelle Newcomer, Wei-Chen Hsu, Amber Kuss,
Abhijitkrishna Puranam, and Abdelwahab Bourai tour an Orange County
water treatment facility.

M O D E L I N G T H E E F F E C T S O F C L I M AT E
C H A N G E O N W H I T E B A R K P I N E A LO N G
T H E PAC I F I C C R E S T T R A I L

also threatened due to a changing climate. Understanding
the current and future condition of whitebark pine is a
primary goal of forest managers due to its high ecological
and economic importance. The whitebark pine is also
currently a candidate for protection under the Endangered
Species Act. Three research methods were performed
to better understand and predict the long-term survival
potential of the whitebark pine species. The first involves
utilizing the LandTrendr program and satellite imagery to
estimate the rate and extent of whitebark pine tree deaths
from 1984 to 2011. LandTrendr, short for Landsat-based
Detection of Trends in Disturbance and Recovery and part
of NASA’s Landsat Earth Observation Satellites, is able to
detect changes in the landscape. Second, the team used
the Physiological Principles to Predict Growth (3-PG) model
along with climate, soil, and biological data related to the
whitebark pine to predict future rates of growth. Lastly, the
Random Forest Algorithm, topographic data, and recent
and future climate scenarios from the International Panel on
Climate Change were identified to measure two contrasting
climate scenarios. One scenario assumes no-action towards
reducing carbon and waste, nor increasing environmental
responsibility. The alternate scenario assumes a shift towards
fewer CO2 emissions. Both scenarios were used in the
algorithm to identify the distribution of whitebark pine over
the next 80 years. Results from LandTrendr show beetlerelated mortality covering about 15,000 km2 of forest. By
2090, results derived from Random Forest show that under
the first no-action climate scenario, whitebark pine suitable
habitat is reduced by as much as 99.97% within the study
area. In comparison, under the CO2-reduction scenario,
the percentage of surviving whitebark pine habitat would
decrease by 86.43% by 2090. Altogether, the project
was successful at detecting possible areas of bark beetle
infestations, testing the applicability of the 3-PG model for
natural forest environments, and projecting future areas
suitable for whitebark pine the next 80 years.

Authors: Ryan Anderson, University of Wyoming; Andrew
Nguyen, San Jose State University; Nathan Gill, Brigham
Young University; Soumya Kannan, California Institute of
Technology; Neeshi Patadia, St. Francis High School; Marc
Meyer, USDA Forest Service Pacific Southwest Region; Cindy
Schmidt, Bay Area Environmental Research Institute
The Pacific Crest Trail is one of eight National Scenic Trails,
stretching 2,650 miles from Mexico to the Canadian border.
At high elevations along this trail, within the Inyo and
Sierra National Forests, populations of whitebark pine trees
(Pinus albicaulis) are diminishing due to infestation of the
mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) and are

Pacific Crest Trail Team: Neeshi Patadia, Soumya Kannan, and Ryan
Anderson conduct field work in the picturesque Inyo/Sierra National Forest.
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PRINCIPLES

Continued from page 5

traditional academe but are equally as attractive to potential employers, such as project scoping and management,
data management and optimization, and metadata authoring. Combining these management skills with technical GIS
proficiency helps round-out the intern’s skill set and expand
her resume. Additional teachable moments are likely to
arise as well. As a fan of combining commercial GIS software and open source GIS solutions, I have found many
opportunities to show interns who are trained on ESRI software about the benefits of using open source software for
certain GIS applications.
7) GIVE This goes back to my ROI x 2 principle above, and

I cannot emphasize this enough. Thus far, many interns I
have managed commute an average of 30 minutes. At
an average of $4 per gallon of gas, I estimate they spend
anywhere from $5-$10 per day just to get to their unpaid
internship. I constantly keep this fact in mind when working
with interns; it helps me find every opportunity to give back
in the form of advice, education, and maybe a fresh cup
of coffee now and then. I always offer myself up as a reference, and I pass on job ads that come through my inbox.
The payoff of a successful internship can be substantial. I
have estimated that by offering productive, well-designed
and managed internships, I have saved my client upwards of
$4,500 per month (after subtracting my management and
oversight costs). Besides the obvious cost benefits, I have seen
each and every intern grow as a direct result of the program,
and feel satisfied knowing that the program is helping them
achieve their goal of becoming more experienced and employable while expanding the pool of future GIS professionals.

BIKE SAFETY

Continued from page 8

is the traffic intolerant cyclist. The network vertex connectivity index is defined as the number of pairs of vertices
connected at the desired level of stress level as compared
to the network stress level at LTS 4 (which is the highest
stress level).
Such an analysis is possible with a modest investment of
resources. As biking is accepted as an alternate mode of
transport in cities across the USA, the needs for analytical
tools to model bicycle travel is increasing. Methodology
and tools such as those used in this project will enable
the analyst to assess impact of infrastructure investment
decisions.
CONCLUSION

A network connectivity that is stress level-aware was used
to examine a city’s entire streets and paths. The analysis
was able to point out shortcomings and suggest improvements to the network. A new classification scheme was
proposed and connectivity measures were presented.
This paper is a synopsis of MTI research Project 1005. The
full paper may be found at the link MTI web link http://
transweb.sjsu.edu/project/1005.html.
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
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Peter G. Furth, PhD, is a professor of civil and environmental engineering at Northeastern University (Boston, MA).
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and Ralph Buehler, eds., MIT Press).
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waste management and linkages between transportation
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JOIN BA A M A!

NEW! SILVER CORPOR ATE MEMBERSHIP
$299.00 ANNUAL FEE
nnPost half-page, color advertisement in each issue of
biannual The BAAMA Journal at no additional cost

UPCOMING EVENTS 2013
All exact dates, times and locations TBD

nnHave the name of your organization listed in each
educational meeting audio recording
nnUp to 10 individuals from the organization receive all

JANUARY
NEW YEAR SOCIAL EVENT, EVENING

corporate membership benefits listed in “Corporate
Membership” level

MARCH
EDUCATIONAL SESSION, EVENING

CORPOR ATE MEMBERSHIP
$150.00 ANNUAL FEE

MAY
EDUCATIONAL SESSION, LUNCH

JULY

nnOnce/year opportunity to send an informational or
advertising announcement to all BAAMA members

SUMMER SOCIAL BBQ, EVENING

SEPTEMBER

nnOpportunities to conduct Technical Tours
nnListed as sponsor on BAAMA website

EDUCATION SESSION, MORNING

NOVEMBER

nnLink to organization website from BAAMA website
nnListed as sponsor on all BAAMA newsletters

GIS/GEO DAY, ALL DAY

nnUp to 10 individuals from the organization receive all

Check out BAAMA.org for more information.

individual membership benefits listed in “Individual

BAAMA.org is a great source for local and regional geo-

Membership” level.

related events. Let editor@BAAMA.org, or any Barod
memeber know if you have an event you’d like posted.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION MEMBERSHIP
$99.00 ANNUAL FEE
nnUnlimited number of individuals from a school receive
all individual membership benefits listed in “Individual
Membership” level
nnAll students must be on the membership email list of the
respective school (managed by school)
nnStudent must show current student ID
INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
$25.00 ANNUAL FEE
nnFree admission to bi-monthly educational meetings

PRINT
SCREEN
BRANDING

nnFree admission to Technical Tours
nnBAAMA journal access which can be downloaded
from the BAAMA website
nnE-mail announcements & reminders for Bay Area GIS
activities
INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING ?
There are many reasons to be a BAAMA volunteer.

KODIAK ARTSgCOM

Volunteering will increase your professional toolbox and
enhance your resume. And, you will get to better know
your fellow BAAMA members and board members.
Contact any Board member for more information.
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COWPACIT Y: A GR A ZING CARRYING CAPACIT Y GIS
B Y M I C H A E L R O C H E L L E , G I S A N A LY S T, W R A I N C .,
MODEL
N A T H A N B E L L O , C O N S E R V A T I O N B I O L O G I S T/
P L A N N E R , W R A I N C ., A N D P H I L I P G R E E R ,
P R I N C I P L E / S E N I O R P L A N T E C O L O G I S T, W R A I N C .

BACKGROUND

In the GIS world of environmental consulting it is not often
that an opportunity to build a complex model, that is both
challenging and exciting to develop, comes along; the
Cowpacity GIS model offered that opportunity. Currently
WRA Inc. has run the model on six different properties in the
Bay Area. We hope that outreach efforts to open space preserve and other rangeland area managers will result in additional opportunities to deploy the model. Given the automated nature of the modelbuilder environment (only the
gathering of input GIS layers are required to run the model),
the Cowpacity GIS model provides WRA Inc.’s clients with a
scientifically-based product that is also very economical.
Many preserved lands require prescribed livestock grazing
as a management tool to promote healthy habitats for protected species, control invasive weeds, and/or reduce fire
hazards. WRA Inc. has prescribed and facilitated grazing
on numerous sites throughout California, conducted infrastructure design, Residual Dry Matter (RDM) monitoring, and
rotation planning for the purpose of improving specific special-status wildlife or plant species habitat. In order to provide accurate calculations as a basis for making prescribed
grazing recommendations WRA Inc. created Cowpacity, a
carrying capacity GIS model to help quantify optimal grazing regimes. The area of interest in this article is a conservation bank located in Santa Clara County that is home to several rare species which depend on sound grazing practices.
CARRYING CAPACITY CALCULATION AND TERMINOLOGY

The equation for carrying capacity is: Production - Target
RDM / 900 = Animal Unit Months (AUM). Production is
the annual estimated production of range forage (lbs/acre)
for favorable (high rainfall) and unfavorable (low rainfall)
years. Target RDM is the recommended amount of above
ground plant material (Lbs/acre) at the beginning of a new
growing season which protects against erosion and loss of
soil nutrients. Targets are based on recommendations published by the University of California (Bartolome, et al 2002)
(Table 1). The divisor 900 is the estimated amount of dry forage (Lbs) consumed per animal unit in a month. AUM is the
number of animal units that could be supported by the estimated available dry forage for one month (e.g. 10 AUM
= 10 cows in a grazing unit for 1 month or 1 cow for 10
12

months). An Animal Unit is a standard measurement that is
based on a single 1,000 pound cow; however different animal unit equivalents can also be used for different types of
animals (Table 2).
MINIMUM RESIDUAL DRY MATTER (RDM) QUIDLINES FOR ANNUAL
GRASSLAND/HARDWOOD RANGE
PERCENT SLOPE

% WOODY
COVER

0 - 10

10 - 20

20 - 40%

>40

0 - 25

500

600

700

800

12 - 50

400

500

600

700

50 - 75

200

300

400

500

75 - 100

100

200

250

300

Table 1

ANIMAL UNIT EQUIVALENTS FOR DIFFERENT ANIMAL TYPES
GRAZING ANIMAL

ANIMAL UNIT

CATTLE
WEENED CALF TO YEARLING

0.6

STEERS & HEIFERS (1 - 2 YEARS)

1

MATURE COWS WITH OR WITHOUT CALF

1

MATURE BULLS

1.3

SHEEP
5 WEANED LAMBS TO YEARLINGS

0.6

5 MUTTONS OR EWES

1

5 MATURE EWES WITH OR WITHOUT LAMBS

1

5 MATURE RAMS

1.3

GOATS AND DEER
6 WEANED KIDS TO YEARLINGS

0.6

6 MUTTONS OR DOES

1

6 DOES WITH OR WITHOUT KIDS

1

6 MATURE BUCKS
6 DEER
Table 2

1.3
1
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APPROXIMATE REDUCTIONS IN CATTLE GRAZING CAPACITY
FOR DIFFERENT SLOPE PERCENTAGES
SLOPE %

REDUCTION IN GRAZING CAPACITY

0 - 10

0%

11 - 30

30%

31 - 60

60%

> 60

100%

Table 3
APPROXIMATE REDUCTIONS IN CATTLE GRAZING CAPACITY AS
DISTANCE FROM WATER INCREASES
Figures 1 & 2

DISTANCE FROM
WEATER

REDUCTION IN GRAZING
CAPACITY

0 - 1 MILE

0%

1 - 2 MILES

50%

>2 MILES

100%

Table 4

GIS DATA INPUTS
zzGRAZING UNITS:

delineated from surveyed pasture

fence lines.
interpolated
from 1’ LiDAR contours downloaded from the Santa
Clara Valley Water District. Slope (Figure 1), slope
restrictions (Table 3), and other surface calculations
are derived from the DEM.

zzDIGITAL ELEVATION MODEL (DEM):

Figures 3 & 4

derived from site specific vegetation
map surveyed by WRA Inc. (Figure 2). RDM is
calculated from a combination of slope and percent
woody cover (Table 1 and Figure 3).

zzWOODY COVER:

NRCS SSURGO soils database which
includes both favorable and unfavorable production
values within its attributes (Figure 4 and Figure 5).

zzPRODUCTION:

surveyed locations of troughs,
stockponds, or natural springs that livestock use
for water sources. The values from Table 4 will be
applied as restrictions to AUM values (Figure 6).

zzAVAILABLE WATER:

Figures 5 & 6

THE MODEL APPROACH

ESRI Modelbuilder is used to calculate AUM for the entire project site using primarily raster-based analysis;
Zonal Statistics summarizes AUM calculations per grazing unit. The model also accounts for actual surface area
(versus pure planimetric x, y geometry) for AUM calculations in order to be topographically correct and increase
accuracy.
13
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COWPACITY MODEL ORDER OF
OPERATIONS

SUMMARY OF MODEL RESULTS PER GRAZING UNIT FOR BOTH FAVORABLE
AND UNFAVORABLE PRODUCTION

1. Slope Percent is calculated from
UNIT 1D

FAVORABLE
AUM

UNFAVORABLE
AUM

UNIT
ACRES

FAVORABLE
AUM PER ACRE

UNFAVORABLE
AUM PER ACRE

2. Woody Cover is rasterized using val-

UNIT 1

129

33

132

1.0

0.3

ues in Table 1 then added with Slope

UNIT 2

90

29

36

2.5

0.8

Reclass to create an index that can

UNIT 3

124

27

131

0.9

0.2

UNIT 4

208

63

94

2.2

0.7

values then subtracted by RDM to get

UNIT 5

223

56

169

1.3

0.3

Total Production.

UNIT 6

149

48

61

2.4

0. 8

UNIT 7

161

37

128

1.3

0.3

UNIT 8

307

85

267

1.2

0.3

UNIT 9

34

10

18

1.9

0.5

UNIT 10

107

35

38

2.8

0.9

Water is applied using values in

UNIT 11

290

93

139

2.1

0.7

Table 4. Path Distance also uses

UNIT 12

236

70

109

2.2

0.6

UNIT 13

135

38

55

2.5

0.7

UNIT 14

86

25

35

2.5

0. 7

each grazing unit, a Cost raster is

UNIT 15

115

32

48

2.4

0.7

used within the tool to make fence

UNIT 16

169

45

87

2.0

0.5

UNIT 17

393

101

216

1.8

0.5

Elevation, and then reclassified to
values in Table 1.

be reclassified to RDM values.
3. Soils data is rasterized to Production

4. Two restriction values are applied to
reduce Total Production:
zzA

second Slope reclassification

according to restrictions in Table 3.
zzPath

Distance tool from Available

Elevation to derive actual surface
distance. In order to contain the
Distance From Water raster within

lines too costly to pass through.
5. A conditional statement is used to
turn negative values to ‘0’ (these are

Table 5

areas that either have unsuitable vegetation for grazing or exceed thresholds in Table 3 and Table 4).
6. The divisor 900 is applied resulting in AUM Per Acre (Figure 7 and
Figure 8).
7. Calculate percent acre per pixel resolution resulting in AUM Per Cell.
8. Apply geometric equations (using
Slope Degree and cosine functions)
to arrive at the actual surface area
per cell versus a strictly planimetric
area.
9. Use Zonal Statistics to summarize
AUM per grazing unit, and then calculate those values into the grazing
unit table (Table 5).
10. The model is run for both favorable
and unfavorable production years.
14
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CONCLUSION

WRA, Inc. hopes to streamline the process by identifying production and
RDM values at the county level, however, fence lines and water sources for
livestock will always need to be based
on site-specific mapping. Since its inception we have continually made improvements and as such we perceive
the model to be adaptive and flexible.
The earliest version only did the basic
AUM calculations, but over the last few
years we added the additional slope
and distance from water source restrictions in order to factor in livestock behavior. Additional factors that could
be added to account for cattle behavior are shade sources and prevailing
winds, to name a few. Additionally,
comparison of model output to actual stocking rates, site productivity,
and RDM will be used to further calibrate the model and allow replacement
of SSURGO soils database with more
accurate regional or site specific estimates of production values.
REFERENCES
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Connor 2002. California Guidelines
for Residual Dry Matter (RDM)
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Monitoring Series, University of
California Ag and Nat Res Pub
8092. Oakland, CA. 8 p. Table 2 George, Melvin R. 1987. Animal Units,
Planning Guide No. 4, Rangeland
Watershed Program. U.C. Cooperative
Extension and USDA Natural Resource
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for Setting the Stocking Rate.
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Model Diagram for Favorable Year
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PUBLIC L ABOR ATORY M AP TOOLS
BY S T E WA RT LO N G, D I R E C TO R O F G E O G R A P H Y A N D DATA ,
P U B L I C L A B O R ATO RY
DIY AERIAL IMAGERY WITH PUBLIC LABORATORY

The very first aerial photographs were produced in the 19th
century with balloons and kites. Now, these classical remotely
sensed photo acquisition methods are coming back into play
in the digital age of map creation. The Public Laboratory for
Open Technology and Science (or just Public Lab) is a collaborative DIY community that seeks to empower citizens to explore and document their local environments. The group was
founded with a grant from the Knight Foundation, and has
members across the U.S., and internationally. Current membership includes a few dozen from the Bay Area with an open invitation to anyone with interest in joining and participating in
the group.
Public Lab adopted mapmaking activities and further refined
them as part of its mission statement towards DIY environmental exploration and investigation. The low cost and simplicity of the kite and balloon aerial platforms make them attractive to Public Lab. One notable refinement to the 19th century
system is the use of cameras that capture digital images rather
than photographs. The community collaboratively designs and
builds the kite and balloon platforms with F.A.A. airspace regulations in mind. Unlike the flying platforms of the amateur
UAV movement, these tools are meant to be used anywhere in
public space.
FIELD WORK

About to fly, the camera is configured and mounted for shooting vertical
imagery.

The Public Lab map-making process is a system of two separate activities; fieldwork of aerial image acquisition with a balloon and kite platform, and map production that takes the raw
aerial imagery and processes it into published raster geodata.
Both activities are evolving with emphasis on collaborative development. The balloon and kite designs are published on publiclaboratory.org with the CERN Open Hardware License; this
makes the methodologies accessible, free, and open to the iterative process. On the Public Lab website the information is
available in a wiki format, along with various guides for getting started in the field. There are various kite and balloon design variations that use different materials and adapt to different use cases in the field.
CUSTOM MAPS

When compared to the traditional satellite and high altitude
airplane methods, DIY low-altitude aerial image-capture brings
interesting, unique capabilities and tradeoffs. In essence, it is
sovereign, on-demand remotely sensed image capture. The
map maker has full control over the following aspects:
16
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TIME: With control over time the map maker can plan the

acquisition for a scheduled subject of interest like a cultural
event, or to detect land use change over time with a series
of flights. In disaster and emergency response these methods
are particularly useful. Members of the community flew
balloons in the Gulf after the BP oil spill while regional
airspace flight restrictions prevented surveillance otherwise.
RESOLUTION: In DIY image map making the spatial reso-

lution of the raster pixel is dependent on the flying altitude
and lens characteristics of the camera. Public Lab map makers have published maps with image resolution as low as
1cm/pixel, although most flights are typically in the 2cm5cm/pixel range. Depending on the size of the area of interest and any present resolution requirements, the map maker
can complete the acquisition in a single shot at the desired
altitude or by moving around horizontally at ground level
during the flight.

Downtown Oakland: Occupy Oakland, 10AM, November 2, 2011. The
morning of the general strike. .

Any kite can work but the best are less complex, slow moving, and fly at a
greater agnle to the ground.

EXTENT: One can control map extent by adjusting platform

height and horizontal range of flight. In some cases, where
no existing imagery is present, or ground access around the
area is limited, the map maker may fly at a higher altitude,
sacrificing image resolution for larger map extent. It is also
possible to fly at a higher altitude to create a base map for
a subsequent higher resolution flight at lower altitude.
Color: Shooting at low altitudes with less atmospheric interruption produces imagery with excellent color and contrast.

UC Davis: On a foggy day some student body members gathered in
response to the campus police use of pepper spray.

THE APP: MAPKNITTER

The map production tool called MapKnitter is published
as open source software. Geoprocessing in MapKnitter is
mostly done with GDAL (gdal.org). MapKnitter can run on
a local machine with an offline configuration but is meant to
be used with an internet connection through a web browser
at mapknitter.org. It is designed to run with netbook equiv17
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image in place and upload the next new image. Upon
completion the user can export the map in GeoTiff, TMS,
and jpeg formats.
MAP PUBLISHING

Public Lab maintains an archive where MapKnitter-created
maps are viewable and available for download. The maps
are listed with publishing info and metadata such as field
and cartography notes, date, resolution, and comments.
Earlier this year Google began importing maps from the
Public Lab archive that carry the public domain designation.

Oakland’s Lake Merritt

alent, or better, hardware. There is no powerful local computer workstation required. Users are free to create, work
on, and save map projects using the online tool.
MAP PRODUCTION

Map production involves registering the imagery in
geographic space, a process known as georectification.
After a new map project is created, the user sets a base
location for the map to appear in the viewer on screen
and then the first image is uploaded to the scene. The
map viewer uses Google imagery as a default base map,
although the user can change the base map to Bing, OSM,
or any user defined WMS. Various image processing tools
allow the user to georectify the image using either the base
map data or through transparent overlay with ground control
maps in the background. The work is constantly saved on
the server. After a map project is created, multiple users can
concurrently work on the same map using the same browser
url. When satisfied with placement the user can lock the

Finished maps are published on separate pages in the Public Lab archive
with associated content, metadata, and user comments

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Stewart Long was born in Oakland, and began his career in
Geography at CSU Chico. While studying GIS at San Diego
State, he was inspired to start producing aerial imagery with
the dawn of virtual globes (NASAWorldwind, Keyhole). The
maps are made with anything that flies including commercial
jets, helicopters, UAVs, kites, and balloons.

The new images are “stitched” into place with the base data in overlay.
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WINNER : WHERE IN
THE BAY AREA
The winner of the Fall 2010 Where in the Bay Area?
Contest is Lillian G. Remer, MA, GISP, Associate Research
Scientist at the Prevention Research Center, Pacific Institute
for Research & Evaluation in Berkeley. Lillian’s answer:
“Looks like the Angwin-Parrett Airfield; mid field would be
about -122.436 38.579 (in D_WGS_84).”
BAAMA received five responses, all of which were correct.
Thank you for your participation.
The winner was chosen by random drawing.
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We share many technological
advances and luxuries which may
seem omnipresent, until they’re gone.
Superstorm Sandy recently passed over
the Northeast United States, leaving
many people without the utility seen
in this image. It’s a reminder of in the
interconnectedness of life and great
value of our natural resources. Our
thoughts and prayers are with those
afflicted by Sandy.
Identify the name and location of the
feature in this image and send your
answer to editor@baama.org. One lucky
winner will be randomly selected from all
correct entries received by April 1, 2013.
The winner will be announced in the next
issue due out Earth Day 2013.

WHERE IN THE BAY AREA?
BA AM A EXTENDS SPECIAL APPRECIATION TO OUR
CORPOR ATE SPONSORS
nn AMS Consulting

nn Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)

nn Earthmine, Inc.

nn Caltrans

nn Ellis Geospatial

nn City of Berkeley

nn Endpoint Environmental LLC

nn City of Fremont

nn ESRI

nn City of Livermore

nn Farallon Geographics, Inc.

nn City of Pleasanton

nn Geografika Consulting

nn City of San Jose

nn GeoSyntec Consultants

nn City of San Rafael, Dept. of Public Works

nn i-TEN Associates, Inc.

nn City of Stockton
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nn City of Walnut Creek

nn Michael Baker Jr., Inc.
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nn Open Spatial Corporation
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nn Photo Science, Inc.
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nn Towill, Inc.

nn GreenInfo Network

nn ValueCAD
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nn Weston Solutions, Inc.
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BRIAN GREER, ACE, MICHAEL BAKER JR., INC.
TITLE California Delta Region Flood Emergency Response Mapbook (printed on polyart waterproof paper, 17” x 22”) & Companion County Wall Maps (34” x 44”)
SOFTWARE USED Adobe InDesign, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Microsoft Excel, ESRI ArcGIS 9.3
DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
nn Custom panel schema including scale variations that conform to emergency management needs.
nn Map spreads include an Area Action Planning page with detailed information about the features shown on the facing map page along with important emergency management
information & contact information.
nn Custom symbology designed for optimized performance in an emergency response situation.
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CHRISTOPHER T. ALBON
TITLE Race distribution in San Francisco
The map uses color mixing to show race distribution in San
Francisco. Race is a social construct and thus very challenging to
map. In attempt to simplify this loaded issue, I chose to vitalize the
racial categories provided by the 2000 Census. After downloading the polygon file and data from the City and County of San
Francisco, I calculated the percentages of residents of each race per
census block.
I used the data for the four largest racial groups in San Francisco
and created four choropleth maps with ESRI’s ArcMap. These maps
were produced in a grey-scale raster format. I then used Adobe’s
Photoshop to recombine the four raster images into one CMYK color
document. I assigned Asian to the color cyan, Black to the color magenta, Hispanic to the color yellow and White to black. The result
was intriguing.
By looking at the map, you can see integration and segregation of
San Francisco neighborhoods. Certain areas of the city are dominated by one race and are shown as one of the four primary pigments of CMYK. Other areas that are more mixed are shown in
greens, purples and browns.
Familiarity with the racial make-up of the city and neighborhoods
aids interpretation, but is not crucial for understanding. The city
is about fifty percent White, thirty percent Asian and eight percent Black. In addition fifteen percent of the population identifies as
Hispanic. For examples on how this is illustrated, the demographics
of certain colored areas can be examined.
The South-Eastern section of the city is shown as bright magenta.
On average those census blocks are around eighty percent Black.
The South-Western dark-purple area of the city is on average forty
percent black, thirty percent white, fifteen percent Asian and 15
percent Hispanic. The muddy yellow color towards the center of
the map is almost half White and half Hispanic with five to ten percent of the population as Asian. The North-Eastern cyan area is
San Francisco’s Chinatown and contains census blocks that are over
ninety-nine percent Asian. The western half of the city is shown in a
darker blue are is around half White and half Asian.
Unintentionally and indirectly the map also shows topography. For
the most part, the hills of San Francisco hold a high percentage of
White population. The darker an area is, the higher the percentage
of Whites. To the left and right of the yellow are areas that are high
in elevation and high in White population. The northern dark area
is the neighborhood of Pacific Heights. North of that is the Marina
District, which is at sea-level (although appearing to be much higher
in elevation with this illusion). These areas are around ninety percent White. Also, uninhabited areas are shown as white for the lack
of population data collected therein. Colored census blocks in openspace areas represent homeless populations that were counted.
In the future I want to use this technique to examine integration and
segregation in various metropolitan areas in the United States and
the country as a whole.
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MAEGAN LESLIE TORRES, GREENINFO NETWORK
TITLE Save the Bay Restoration Sites, 6” x 9” printed brochure.
SOFTWARE USED ESRI ArcGIS.
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